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Abstract

44135

(GRC), under the sponsorship
of the NASA Office of
Aerospace Technology,
is developing
hypersonic
airbreathing
propulsion
technology
to enable
this
second order of magnitude
reduction
in cost to low
earth orbit]
In the process of demonstrating
this
cost reduction potential, GRC also plans to develop
a flight demonstration
vehicle
that responds
to
NASA's Revolutionary
Technology
Leaps pillar goal
of providing
experimental
flight vehicles
that will
assist the aerospace
community
in reducing design
and development
time.
GRC's response
to these
challenges
builds
on
experience
and
facility
capabilities
exercised
in
an
array
of
recent
hypersonic
propulsion
research programs,
including
both rocket
and turbine
based
combined
cycle
propulsion for atmospheric
flight.

NASA Glenn Research
Center (GRC), as
NASA's
lead center
for aeropropulsion,
is
responding
to the challenge of reducing the cost
of space transportation
through the integration of
air-breathing
propulsion
into launch
vehicles.
Air-breathing
launch vehicle (ABLV) propulsion
requires
a marked
departure
from traditional
propulsion
applications,
and
stretches
the
technology
of both rocket
and air-breathing
propulsion.
In addition,
the demands
of the
space launch mission require an unprecedented
level of integration
of propulsion
and vehicle
systems.
GRC is responding
with a program
with
rocket-based
combined
cycle
(RBCC)
propulsion
technology
as its main focus.
RBCC
offers the potential for simplicity, robustness,
and
performance
that may enable low-cost
singlestage-to-orbit
(SSTO)
transportation.
Other
technologies,
notably
turbine-based
combined
cycle (TBCC) propulsion,
offer benefits such as
increased
robustness
and
greater
mission
flexibility,
and are being advanced,
at a slower
pace, as part of GRC's program in hypersonics.

Rocket-Based

Combined

Rocket-based
combined
cycle
(RBCC)
propulsion is a major emphasis of GRC's application
of air-breathing
propulsion
to launch cost reduction.
RBCC offers the potential to combine 40 years of allrocket launch vehicle experience
with the efficiency
inherent in using atmospheric
oxygen for a portion of
the flight. The weight margin delivered by the high
specific impulse air-breathing
portion of the cycle is
potentially
much greater than the weight required to
add
the
air-breathing
propulsion
system
and
associated
vehicle
accommodations.
Determining
the validity of this theoretical
potential
is the key
focus of GRC's
progr_qm.
GRC has selected
a
performance
target appropriate
for the risk, cost, and
schedule
of a first-of-a-kind
RBCC
technology
demonstration
(fig 1.).

Introduction
In 1997, NASA enunciated
its goals for
Aeronautics
and
Space
Transportation
Technology.
They
are grouped
into three
"pillars";
the third
pillar concerns
access
to
space.
Specifically,
NASA's goal for earth-toorbit transportation
is to reduce the cost to low
earth orbit by an order of magnitude
within 10
years, then an additional order of magnitude
by
the year 2020'.
NASA Glenn Research Center

that

Single stage to orbit transportation
is a challenge
will drive close attention
to the allocation
of

mass in the launch system, even
benefits of air-breathing
propulsion.
GRC's
included

*ActingChief,HypersonicsProjectsOffice,AIAASeniorMember.
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Cycle

I

with the potential
For this reason,

RBCC
propulsion
technology
program
three critical elements:
1) the development

of
a
reference
vehicle
concept,
2
)the
development
of component-and
system-level
propulsion
technology,
and 3) the planning for a
self-powered
flight demonstrator.
These three
components,
illustrated in figure 2, are critical to
the demonstration
of the feasibility
of RBCC
technology
for reduction
in launch costs.
The
reference
vehicle concept development
ensures
that the propulsion
technology
development
encompasses
all necessary
challenges
toward
realization
of launch cost reduction,
and that
propulsion
technology
difficulties
are not reallocated
to other vehicle
systems.
A flight
demonstration
provides
validation
of
the
technology
development
and reference
vehicle
concept
development,
verifying
launch
cost
reduction potential.

assessment
of the benefits of the "ejector
ramjet"
mode of operation
of a rocket
in a duct is in
progress.
Use of the ejector ramjet effect requires a
longer (heavier)
propulsion
system pod in order to
mix entrained air with the fuel-rich rocket exhaust, or
multiple thrust chambers to shorten required mixing
length.
If this extra
weight
pays
for itself in
propulsion
system
performance,
an ejector ramjet
mode will be included
in the propulsion
system
concept.
In either case, as the vehicle accelerates
through
Mach
1, fuel will be injected
into the
incoming air, and the propulsion
system will operate
as a combined
rocket and ramjet until about Mach
2.5, when sufficient
thrust
is available
from the
ramjet to shut off the
will operate
as a
combustion
ramjet
reaches the point for

The currently funded RBCC program consists
of the propulsion systems analysis and a set of
component
rigs that will, by 2001, demonstrate
inlet and nozzle performance,
rocket
element
performance
and
operation,
ramjet/scramjet
performance
and
operation,
and
propulsion/vehicle
integration technologies
(fig. 3).
During
1998 and 1999, the inlet, combustion

approximately
Mach 10.
The inlet center
body,
which is the only moving
part of the propulsion
flowpath, is translated aft during ramjet and scramjet
modes
as necessary
to maintain
the optimum
contraction
ratio. At transition to all-rocket mode, the
center body is moved back to the point of closing off
the inlet, allowing
the air-breathing
flowpath
and
vehicle
base to act as an extension
of the rocket
nozzle _.

(rocket
and
ramjet/scramjet),
and
vehicle
interactions
rigs have been tested
or are in
progress.
The
nozzle
rig is planned
for
development
and test in 2000'. These propulsion
technology
maturation
rigs are conducted
in
parallel
with
a
reference
vehicle/propulsion
system concept definition effort that provides a
basis for propulsion
system
configuration
and
allows
determination
of
overall
mission
performance.

Planning

is in place to continue

A significant component
of the Trailblazer
project
is the
integration
of
supporting
technologies.
Primary
among these supporting
technologies
are
the materials,
structures,
and thermal management
technologies.
GRC is building a NASA/industry
team
to take advantage
of the wealth of information
in
these
areas that is the heritage
of the National
AeroSpace
Plane
(NASP)
program,
and
other
programs
that have advanced the state of the art in
hypersonic
propulsion.

the

current program through flight-weight
propulsion
system
development
and test, and ultimately,
development
and flight of a partial-scale
selfpowered flight demonstrator
by 2010. Because it
attempts
to establish
baseline,
measured-risk
performance
that "blazes the tr_lil" to the high
potential of the RBCC class of propulsion system
options for space access, GRC named its RBCC
program

'q-railblazer"

Turbine-Based

pods.

(fig. 4)/
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A

propulsion

Combined

Cycle

GRC's hypersonic
propulsion
program also has
included
a smaller effort in turbine-based
systems,
applicable to both access to space and atmospheric
cruise missions.
Turbine Engine

The Trailblazer
RBCC propulsion
system is
planned to operate as shown in figure 5.
At
liftoff, most or all of the thrust from the propulsion
system comes from the rocket element.
There is
one
rocket
element
in each
of the three
propulsion

rocket.
The propulsion
system
ramjet,
then as a supersonic
(scramjet),
until
the vehicle
transition to all-rocket mode, at

The joint NASA/Airforce
High Mach
(HiMaTE)
program
resulted
in the

development
of components
of GE's Variable Cycle
Hyper
Jet,
and Pratt
and Whitney's
Air Core
Enhanced Turbo-Ramjet.
A lower-risk concept for a
parallel
flowpath
turbine-based
combined
cycle
(TBCC) propulsion
system was developed
at GRC,
based on use of an existing turbojet engine.
That

technology

2

engine was tested at GRC's Propulsion
Systems
Laboratory
direct-connect
facility
at Mach
3
using water-spray
cooling of the compressor "_.

through the subsonic and supersonic
GRC's suite of propulsion
facilities,

10X10 Supersonic
Wind Tunnel, the 8X6/9X15 Wind
Tunnel, the Propulsion
Systems Laboratory
(2 cells
with altitude capability
up to 25 km at greater than
Mach 3), and the direct-connect
Engine Components
Research Laboratory,
provide the potential for a wide

The
Japanese
Institute
of
Space
and
Astronautical
Sciences
is investigating
another
TBCC concept know as the Air Turbo Ramjet
with Expander
(ATREX)
propulsion
system,
which
is a derivative
of a Russian
concept
involving
inlet pre-coolers
and a tip-turbine
operated
by fuel circulated
the inlet pre-cooler
and combustor
heat exchangers.
The inlet for
this system
will be tested
in the lXl
foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel in 1999, and planning is
in progress for a possible full scale test in the
10X10 Supersonic Wind Tunnel in 2001".
Other Hypersonic
In

addition

to

Propulsion
RBCC

and

range of hypersonic
propulsion
geographic area ''''_'''2'_.

NASA's

other

Research

Center

stands

ready to

& Space Transportation
Technology:
for Success, Office of Aeronautics
and

Space Transportation
Technology
(now
AeroSpace Technology),
March, 1997.
-_ Propulsion
Systems
Research
and
Base Level I Program Plan, April, 1997.
3 Smith,

Timothy

D.,

Steffen,

Yungster,
Shaye, Keller,
Combined
Cycle
Nozzle
AIAA-98-0954,
Jan. 1998.

hypersonic
a suite of
conditions,
cost.
The

"Trefny,
Concept

Hypersonic
Tunnel
Facility,
a Mach 5 to 7
capability
non-vitiated
blow-down
facility
at
GRC's satellite Plum Brook Station, is premiere
among them.
It is expected
to be used for
testing of hypersonic
propulsion
systems during
1999.
The lXl
foot Supersonic
Wind Tunnel,
capable of operation
from about Mach 2.5 to
Mach 6, allows the testing
of models
at a
relatively
low cost,
facilitating
the research
process
through
the
potential
for
model
modification
and
re-testing.
Hypersonic
propulsion
systems are also required to operate
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1 Aeronautics
Three Pillars

Facilities

GRC's
capability
to conduct
propulsion
research is enhanced
by
test facilities that allow a range of test
scales, and facility complexity
and

in one
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